The 
Introduction
In a typical nuclear experiment, the identification of reaction products is a basic problem. One of the most suitable algorithm used is the power-law [1, 2] that requires the on-line Computation of integer base and real exponent powers. The randomness of nuclear events implies a constraint for the P E (Particle Identification Function. i.e. powers of floating point double precision words} computation time:
PIF values have to be on line computed in an upper bounded time (< 100 pddatum), independently from the final hardware release. This request may be fulfilled only by a hardware able to implement asynchronous dynamic real time processes [3, 4] . At the moment, except our previous preliminary works [5,6] to verify for this application the performances of a general architecture and of a commercial floating point processor, no care has k e n dedicated to an ad hoc system, fully programmable.
The algorithm chosen for the power computation is the Chebichev polynomial expansion. So a power computation may be done only by means of additions, subtractions and multiplications. Moreover the results we need, have to be discretized on a 1K-range of 16-bit integer words. To design an ad hoc computational unit, being designed with multiprocessor parallel (MIMD, Multiple Instructions Multiple data) architectures and at the end realized as ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) component, we need to construct an operator set performing arithmetic operations and format conversions. The present contribution describes a set of Elementary Floating Point Operators (EFPO), multiplier, adder, numeric format conversion, characterized by the possibility of custom definition of the mantissa and exponent word length. Since the precision of a computation depends mainly on the mantissa word length of operands and results, using EFPO it is possible to design operators that fit well the effective computational needs, avoiding, in some cases, the useless waste of precision implied with long mantissa word computations (Double Precision, 68881 Extended Precision, etc. In section 2. a detailed description of the problem concerned with the particle identification by means of PIF computation is given. In section 3. the guidelines of the operators project by means of the multiplier example is described. In section 4. the main results achieved simulating computation of PIF by means of the defined set of operators are reported, together with the conclusions.
Problem definition and parallel solution
In a typical nuclear reaction, an incident ion hit a pure isotope target, creating different reaction products, characterized by an own mass and charge. These products may be detected by a telescope of two detectors, the first one transparent to the reaction products that stop in the second detector. The identification is obtained by computing PIF, used as a trigger to accept or reject particular kind of particles. PIF has the form PIF=(E+AE)'-(E)' (where AE and E are the energies lost in the two detectors and x is a parameter dependent on the nuclear reaction) and is characterized by having different peaks corresponding to the different ions.
E and AE values are 12-bit integer words while x 1s a real number. For PIF computation E and AE are converted to floating point format. So the central problem of PIF computation is reduced to the calculation of AX, the positive real base and exponent power. This function may be computed by composing transcendental functions as follows:
The computation of natural logarithm and of real power of 2 requires to expand them as polynomials, thus obtaining a composition of sums and multiplications of real numbers, In order to check the choices made in EFPO design, we have chosen a scheme to compute polynomial expansion ( fig.1 ). This is not the only possible scheme but, employing more sums and products than other parallel schemes [7] , it is a good test platform for EFPO. In fact the errors introduced by a computation increase on the average with the increasing number of floating point operations performed.
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ig.1. Adopted scheme to compute polynomi I expansions
Refemng to fig.1 , first the n increasing powers of the expansion variable (L) are computed as repeated multiplications, then the results are multiplied by the n coefficients and the monomials are added along a binary tree to obtain the final result P o . 
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The multiplier design
With regards to the adopted design strategy, we present here the description of the parametric floating point mu1 tiplier.
Starting from an algebra of positional representation of floating point numbers, with variable length mantissa and exponent (parametric format), and studying properties of those number representations, the design of elementary operators has been performed, step by step, up to a formal definition by means of Boolean logic equations. Considering a real number instead of its floating point representation Np, the relative error introduced may be majored, in chopping and rounding mode respectively, as follows:
where Np+l is the Np successor in an increasing numbering and q(p) represents Np exponent. As a consequence of the above formulas the precision of the representation depends only on the chosen length (n) of mantissa. So starting from the above considerations, to reach our goal, i.e. the PIF computation with the truncation method, we have defined three operators on the floating point number set (RF~): multiplication, sum and subtraction. By means of algebraic properties it is possible, independently of the mantissa and exponent length, to formulate the functionalities necessary to implement the operations.
Some algebraic rules for the exception handling in the product As it will be shown, the multiplication of floating point numbers may be reduced substantially to integer multiplication and exponent adjustment independently of the input size parameters (n, m are respectively the mantissa and exponent number of bits).
As an example of exception handling in the multiplication we consider the following two classes of R F~:
We use QQ and 00 to represent the two classes. By means of the definition, the exception detection is quite simple and it is independent of the multiplier input mantissa. The analysis of the exponent of the input vectors is enough. After having introduced the exception it is necessary to define the multiplications involving them.
The semantic of exception multiplication and that of corresponding real number multiplication, are similar (see table 1 ). It is possible that a QO result is acceptable or not as a computational result. Since it is not possible to encode this information in the floating point word, we add to the multiplication output word an underflow flag bit (UFW). If the multiplier output is QO and UFW=1, the result is considered 'underflow zero' and, if necessary, it may be rejected as invalid (u0). This is the case of the product of operands having an exponent less than that of QO class elements (the minimum exponent representable in the chosen floating point format). On the contrary when the output exponent is exactly equal to that of QO elements, the output is an unflagged 'quiet zero' q0 (UFW is set to With the semantic given in table 1, q0 behaves like the real zero when multiplied by itself or some other notexception floating point number. Another auxiliary flag (OW) may be defined to code the undefined product q0 00 (NAN). By means of the two flags O W and UFW it is possible to encode also the overflow exception (in order to simplify the exception identification by means of a controlling unit).
SG-OUI'
The study of the multiplier may be subdivided in two sections, for mantissa and exponent handling. These two sections work on their inputs almost independently one from each other except for a control byte (E-SH-CTR) that is early determined in the mantissa chain of computation ( fig.3) . a] the mantissa section of the multiplier.
0).
The elementary functionalities relative to the mantissa handling may be expressed in a pre-formal way as follows (refer to fig.3 and 4 ):
1.
The operands are (n+m+l)-bit words where n is the mantissa (DA, DB) length and m is the biased exponent (EXP-A, EXP-Bl length. The additional bit is for the sign (SG-A, SGB). The exponent bias is Zm-l-I. 
2.
The sign of the result is the exclusive or of the input vector signs independently of the size parameters of the operands (module OS in fig.3 ).
3.
The two input mantissa are extended of one bit (set at '1') in the MSB position. This bit is usually omitted in the mantissa representation, but it is necessary for the computation. The product of the two input mantissas is executed as integer multiplication not depending on the point position. The product length is a (2n+2)-bit word (PP in fig.3 ).
4.
The result of the product may be in one of two possible configurations cfZ and cj2 (refer to fig.4 ). The not-rounded output mantissa is selected depending on the integer pmduct output configuration. Only (n+l) most significant bits of the product are considered as H output vector (see fig.3 ) after configuration selection (the 'always 1' most significant bit is omitted).
.
By means of the rounding bit (least significant of the H word) the remaining part of the H word is incremented or not (module INCl in fig.3 ). The rounded mantissa (output mantissa) is so obtained. 6.
The PP word is sufficient to obtain information useful for the determination of the output exponent. If the input mantissa product is in cfl configuration, the output exponent is determined only by the exponents of the two input words. If the configuration is cfz the resulting output exponent is that obtained by the two input exponents incremented by 1.
It is possible that even if the input mantissa product is cfl, the rounding operation produces a cfZ -> cfz transition. The EICM module in fig.3 determines whether to increment or not the output exponent (by means of E-SH-CTR control bit).
If PP(2n+2)=1 then E-SH-CTR =1 :
the $2 configuration determines output exponent increment.
If PP(2n+2)=0 and PPQ)=l with n<j<Zn then the cfl -> cj2 transition determines the output exponent increment.
E-SH-CTR= 1 :
If PP(2n+2)=0 and 3j / PP(j)=O with n<j<Zn then:
E-SH-CTR=O : the configuration cfl does not change the output exponent sum. b] The exponent section i,f the multiplier
1.
The two m-bit exponents are added together obtaining an (m+l)-bit result (EQ word in fig.5 ): the integer result is equal to the sum of the unbiased integer values of the two input exponents plus 2f2"-' -1) where (2"-' -1) is the general expression of the bias factor. 2.
Depending on E-SH-CTR value, the EQ word is incremented or not: the result is again an (m+l)-bit word (the maximum passible value for EQ is 11..10).
3.
The bias factor is subtracted from EQ to obtain ER word (module BFS fig.5 ).
4.
In absence of anomalous condition (see later on) the output exponent ES is equal ER.
.
If one of the two inputs is q0 (exponent OO..OO), and the other is different from 00 (ll..ll), the output value 
6.
00
exception may be determined by the computation; to detect this situation it is enough to analyze the ER word. If the current integer value of this word is 2 2( 2"-' -1) + 2"-' the 00 exception is flagged.
In this case the output exponent is set to '11..11' (OM module).
7.
One of the two inputs may be 00; in this case if the other operand is not 90, then the output is 00 ( O W is flagged by means of "WO'). This situation is detected by ME module ( fig.5 ) and flagged by the SOFW line to UOM.
8.
The product -q0 is detected directly analyzing the input exponent: as a consequence the NAN is flagged (NAN line in f i g 3 on the two lines OFW and UFW ('1 1' as output of the OUM module). The output exponent is '11..11' in this case.
Elementary operators implementation.
As a further step, it has been studied a possible implementation of the elementary operators using programmable logic devices. PLD are well suited for the prototypal stage of the design because of their low cost and easy reconfigurability . 
Results and conclusions
We 2, 12C + 24Mg at 6 h b = 30" 30 ym thin detector, x = 1.6, Einc = 84 MeV detected products range from alpha to nitrogen. Fig.8a shows the plot of the PIF computed in Universal Format precision. In fig.8b are reported the results obtained using the same algebra with the 15-bit mantissa EFPO set.
It is evident from the figures that an extended precision computation is not really necessary to maintain the separation between PIF values relative to different particles. The good agreement between the two methods is more clearly evident in fig.9 , where the frequency distributions for only one reaction product (tritons) are drawn in more enlarged representation. The results shown in fig.10 confirms the good agreement between the two methods also in the case of the second reaction. It is to notice that the mantissa reduction implies a mean loss of precision of only 0.296, for the full not discretized Pur7 range ([1.885e+04 , 2.382e+05]). In The size of the single precision adder is two times that of the 24-bit adder. Also longest path delay is reduced significantly using 24-bit addition operator. It is to note that the reduction in size and delay of the %-bit adder operator are due to the reduced mantissa word (15-bit long), since in the two operator realized the exponent section is maintained unchanged (8-bit long).
As conclusion we may affirm that EFPO represents a tentative unusual approach to the problem of saving hardware and time computation, especially in the case of some algorithms of relevant complexity, when their computation requires big effort in building a hardware ad hoc designed, to allow an overall precision that may be redundant with respect to the very needs of the applications as in the case of PIF.
